65pc of consumers cite willingness to shop competitors after negative brand interaction: report
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Leading enterprise experience platform Medallia, Inc., is out with Special Report: The New Customer Expectations for the Contact Center, which frames customer service-centric insights with crucial context for businesses conducting commerce today. As the backbone of the sector's retail layout, both offline and on, learnings included as part of the release prove especially applicable to luxury.

"Organizations that recognize the true potential of the contact center and invest in efforts to improve those experiences will be positioned to reduce operational costs, increase customer retention, and get ahead of the competition," said Rachel Lane, contact center solutions principal at Medallia, Inc., in a statement.

"In a time when consumers across generations expect empathy and understanding or else they will look for that experience with another brand it's critical for contact centers to provide personalized experiences for their customers."

For the report, findings are based on an analysis from the Medallia Institute of a survey consumer panel conducted by provider Sense360 by Medallia in October 2022 of 1,047 individuals based in the U.S. who indicated they had interacted with a company's customer support team within the last six months.

Customer service staples
Arguably at the heart of all luxury labels, company contact centers have a bearing in almost every important aspect of a business's objectives, from customer acquisition to retention, to the establishment of a brand's market edge.

Medallia's research exercise is rooted in the operative function, which ranges in form, from in-store interactions to digital interfaces.

The study at hand explores the ways in which consumer engagement and, more specifically, a brand's ability to
meet shopper expectations here can make or break bottom lines.

The firm, which counts Mercedes-Benz, the Four Seasons and Sephora among clients, wastes no time in uncovering insights.

Almost four of every five consumers have come to expect consistency in service across departments. Image credit: Medallia, Inc./Salesforce

As outlined by the report, 73 percent of consumers want to provide feedback about their experience after a customer service interaction, but are more likely to do so with positive experiences compared to negative experiences.

Ninety-five percent say that it is important that contact center agents both take the time to understand why the consumer is contacting customer service, and from there, help find a solution that meets their specific needs.

Additionally, 96 percent of survey takers mentioned that a service provider's ability to demonstrate empathy during an interaction is of utmost importance.

Of a list of factors consumers care most about when reaching out to customer support, the ability to communicate with a real person and not a bot, get instant responses, and have complaints resolved in real-time rank highest, coming in as the top three.

In terms of reasonable wait times, survey results show that when issues pop up, most consumers aren't willing to spend more than 5 to 10 minutes digging for info online or holding for the next available representative.

A majority of respondents 66 percent prefer to be given a call-back option.

Luxury learnings

Medallia's research exercise also reveals that customer service preference may vary greatly by demographic.

In fact, Gen Z and millennial shoppers are almost twice as likely than baby boomers to say that a recent interaction with a chatbot or automated voice assistant was helpful.

Meanwhile, a human representative checks out as the first channel of choice for Baby Boomers, while online or
mobile chats were found to be the preferred channel for Gen Z and millennial consumers.

Experts caution brands against drowning out the modes of outreach most comfortable to mature consumers (see story), especially in the current era of tech-first commerce.

All in all, Special Report: The New Customer Expectations for the Contact Center is comprehensive in scope, touching on consumer sentiments when it comes to automation, communication style and feedback opportunities for customer service.

Considering 64 percent of global businesses report that they are still recovering from the pandemic (see story), versus the collective expression of a readiness to switch brands in a landscape with more options than ever before, customer loyalty must truly be earned.